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About This Game

Cube Racer is a round based multiplayer racing game with cubes. Every round, all players race against each other to the finish
line. Before every round, the players get to 5d3b920ae0

Title: Cube Racer
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Simon Blasen
Publisher:
Simon Blasen
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB
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I haven't figure it out how the multiplayer part works!. Oh boy! No negative reviews! You should get thi- Stop right there! This,
is a unity game about rolling as a cube. Frustrating right? Now its $5. To move a cube on a unity engine. AND that "local
multiplayer" tag sounds fun? Don't call for your friends to come over and bring a controller. Because the dev doesnt understand
local multiplayer. Its LAN. You now need your friends to pay $5 to move a cube against you in a unity game that shouldn't even
cost money. Don't get me wrong, he made a good job of making it sound fun, but always remember the refund feature exists.
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